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The Documentary Films portion of the Exhibition was presented on several large screen TV monitors equipped with
headphones. The films, presenting the heroic events of
1956, included the CBS special “Revolt in Hungary” reported by Walter Cronkite.

The most ambitious,
awe- inspiring and
successful exhibition
undertaken by the
Cleveland Hungarian Heritage Society
(CHHS) was the
commemoration of
the fiftieth anniversary of the 1956 Hungarian Revolution. The permanent and revolving collections of the CHHS were placed in storage to make room
for this very extensive and moving exhibition. This
commemorative exhibition was composed of five important parts.
The Faces of the Revolution section sought
to involve the spectator in the personal lives
of freedom fighters. Their stories were told
by means of riveting photographs
(dramatically enlarged) taken during the
Revolution by Erich Lessing and others.

The section entitled Support Around The World described
world reaction to the Revolution and its suppression. Writers from all parts of the globe expressed their sympathy and
solidarity in poetry and other works of literature. The section also included photographs of demonstrations in Cleveland and in many cities in the U.S. and around the world.
Lastly, the Commemoration in
Art portion of the exhibition
presented the works of many
artists seeking to portray the
essence or particular aspects of
the Revolution. The works of
the Hungarian artist, Csaba
Kur, were featured prominently
and included charcoal drawings, paintings, and life sized
statuary depicting the freedom
fighters of the 1956 Revolution.
The opening reception for the
exhibition was held on October 7th, 2006. The keynote
speaker at the reception was Edith Lauer, Chair Emerita of
the Hungarian American Coalition and a witness to the
1956 Revolution. She introduced her newly released book
entitled 56 Stories: Personal Recollections of the 1956 Hungarian Revolution, A Hungarian American Perspective. Presenting excerpts from their own stories (included in this
book) were other eyewitnesses to the Revolution. These
eyewitnesses included: Laszlo Bojtos, John Korossy, Andrea Lazar, Tibor Orszag, Thomas Ratoni Nagy and Marta
and Kathy Takacs.

The Exhibition was open through February 2007.

Andrea Meszaros
President
Cleveland Hungarian Heritage Society
Dear Members !
On behalf of the newly elected Officers and Board
members of the Society, I thank you for your generous
support of our museum.
The past year has been a year filled with emotion. As
an organization we helped celebrate the life and
achievements of Maria and Otto Friedrich with hundreds of friends at the Galleria. For the Heritage Society, Maria and Otto represent all that is good and noble
about our organization: love of heritage, boundless energy, a gracious commitment to a worthy cause. Then
we were called on to say farewell to Maria, who passed
away this September after a long illness. Through all
these challenges, the officers and members of the Heritage Society worked tirelessly to maintain a quality
museum with excellent exhibits and programs.
This year’s exhibits were outstanding examples of the
richness of our Hungarian heritage in the Cleveland
area. They included fine examples of creative art by
local Hungarian artisans, a fine collection of Fischer
decorative pottery, a charming bouquet of Hungarian
dolls dressed in a variety of folk dress, and finally, the
highpoint of our year, the Commemorative exhibit
honoring the 50th Anniversary of the 1956 Hungarian
Revolution. This Commemorative exhibit was our
most ambitious project to date and was open until the
end of February, 2007.

We were privileged this year to host many dignitaries
and scholars who were in Cleveland, especially in
September and October, when we joined the Cleveland community in celebrating and remembering the
events of the 1956 Hungarian Revolution. By making
our museum available for lectures, talks, book signings and receptions, we shared our museum and exhibits with members of the greater Hungarian community. We continue to share this love of Hungarian
history and culture each time a visitor or student
group tours our gallery.
It often takes a visitor from outside of Cleveland to
affirm the quality of our museum and library. How
nice it was to have an archivist visit and work at our
library for two weeks this summer. Visitors also frequently remark that our sparkling gift shop is a place
of destination to shop for unusual Hungarian gift
items!
We are also grateful for the moral and financial recognition we enjoy from the greater Cleveland community. Each hour a volunteer spends at the museum,
each ticket purchased to the Vintner dinner, each donation of books and heirlooms, each new membership
dues paid, and finally, each dollar placed into our donation box or our Endowment Fund is testimony to
your generous and steady support of our organization.
As we begin the New Year, we look forward to seeing you at the exhibits and events and perhaps even as
a volunteer. Help us make this Hungarian Heritage
Museum and Library a wonderful place to spend
some quality Hungarian time!!!

Volunteers Needed!
Please consider giving three or four hours a month of your time as a volunteer at the
Cleveland Hungarian Heritage Museum.
For information to schedule a training session, call
Katalin Gulden— 216-381-0995
This is a wonderful opportunity to serve the Greater Cleveland community while having fun and making new friends.

FRIEDRICHS HONORED
Andrew Lazar announced the decision of the
Board of Directors to name the revolving exhibit area of the Museum of the Cleveland
Hungarian Heritage Society as the Otto and
Maria Friedrich Gallery. He presented the couple with the sign that is now permanently installed in that gallery.

Maria Friedrich and Otto Friedrich, officers
of the Cleveland Hungarian Heritage Society
(CHHS) were honored on May 7th, 2006 at a
special reception arranged for them by the
Friends of Otto and Maria Friedrich Committee. The CHHS was also a member of this
Committee. On a beautiful Sunday afternoon
in the sunlit atrium of the Galleria at
Erieview (which also houses the Museum of
the CHHS) nearly 300 members of the Hungarian American community gathered to express their gratitude to this unique couple for
their lifetime of labor and celebration of Hungarian heritage.
The program included a special salute to
Maria given by Andrea Meszaros and a special salute to Otto given by Steve Szappanos.
Dr. Jeanette Grasselli Brown expressed the
appreciation of the community of Cleveland
and she also conveyed the congratulations
and support of Maria’s co-workers (chemical
research) at BP. Also expressing special
thanks were Laszlo Bojtos, Honorary Consul
General of Hungary; Andrew Lazar on behalf
of the Cleveland Hungarian Heritage Museum; Joseph Gyorky on behalf of the American Hungarian Friends of Scouting; and
Theodore J. Horvath , Chair of the Friends of
Otto and Maria Friedrich Committee.

Ted Horvath presented the
couple with a beautiful
Herend Vase as a token of
appreciation for and celebration of fifty-five years
of volunteer service to the
Cleveland Hungarian
community. He made the
presentation with “joy and
grateful thanks” on behalf
of the Committee and the
Community.
Ways to Support Us!!!
Please consider becoming a member of the Cleveland
Hungarian Heritage Society. For information regarding membership, please contact Ms. Judith Torma at
1121 Fresno Drive, Westlake, Ohio 44145 (telephone
at 440-333-4390). Your annual membership helps support our efforts to preserve our Hungarian heritage and
culture here in Northeast Ohio. We sponsor many programs, including educational programs; we support
the arts with quality exhibits; we provide a venue for
research with an extensive library.
You may also choose to make a direct donation to the
Cleveland Hungarian Heritage Society. Your tax deductible donation can be sent to the Cleveland Hungarian Heritage Society, P.O. Box 24134, Cleveland,
Ohio 44124.
We encourage all our readers to come and visit the
Hungarian Heritage Museum at the Galleria in Downtown Cleveland. The Museum is open on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays from 11:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m. and on Fridays from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

BÚCSÚZTUNK
2006 május 7.én vasárnap délután egy szép és
lélekemelő ünneplésben volt része a clevelandi
magyarságnak. Friedrich Ottó és Mária egy életen keresztüli
társadalmi tevékenységét, a magyar közösségben kifejtett
áldozatos és eredményes munkáját ünnepelte a közönség,
abból az alkalomból, hogy Mária, súlyos egészségi állapota
miatt elkerülhetetlennek látta a közéletből való
visszavonulását. Majdnem háromszázan gyűltünk össze a
Galleria, a Magyar Múzeum otthonának átriumában, ahol
megható beszédek méltatták Mária és Ottó élete pályáját.
Mária és Ottó élete szorosan összefonódott a
külföldi és különösen a clevelandi magyar társadalom
életével. Fiatalabb éveikben mindketten a magyar cserkész
mozgalom nagy családjában találták meg helyüket. Mária
mint a 33.sz Szilágyi Erzsébet lcscs. megalakulásának
résztvevője és sok éven keresztüli parancsnoka, majd
számos szövetségi megbízatás és feladat elvégzője, a CsBK
egyik alapító tagja és hosszú évekig alelnöke, vált egy
mindenki által ismert, tisztelt és szertett baráttá. Ottó pedig,
mint a cserkésztáborok, Cserkész Napok és más
rendezvények nélkülözhetetlen része, szakértelmével és
segítőkézségével ott volt mindenben ahol segítségre volt
szükség.
Több mint húsz évvel ezelőtt Dr. Somogy Ferenc és
több lelkes magyar életre hívták a Clevelandi Magyar
Történelmi Társulatot azzal a céllal, hogy a clevelandi
magyar közösségnek teremtsenek egy olyan központot, ahol
kulturális és nemzeti értékeinknek egy gyűjtőhelyet
biztosítsanak. Ebbe a munkába kapcsolódott be Ottó a
kezdettől fogva és ennek csírájából nevelte ő ki azt az
intézményt amit ma mint a Clevelandi Magyar Történelmi
Múzeumnak ismerünk. Ennek az intézménynek sikere az ő
nevéhez fűződik. Idővel aztán Mária is mindjobban
belefonódott a Múzeum munkájába, annak tisztikarába.
Mária szervező készsége és irányítása mellett, Ottó az ő
fáradhatatlan munkájával és lendületével ez a Múzeum ma
már egy olyan intézménnyé fejlődött ami a clevelandi
magyarságnak jogos büszkesége és az összes többi
nemzetiségi csoportnak mint minta és követendő példa
szerepel.
Ezen kívül, Mária és Ottó minden jelentős magyar
társadalmi szervezetnek tagja volt ahol kivétel nélkül
tiszteletet és megbecsülést nyertek el. Mária munkájában a
SOHIO/BP-nél tudományos szakértelme mindenki által
elismert volt, számos patenttal is gazdagította munkaadóját.
A cserkész jó munkájáért nem vár sem kitüntetést
sem jutalmat. Ottó és Mária egész életük munkájával ezt
bebizonyították. Hogy ez az ünneplés szolgálatuk jutalmáért
mégis megtörtént azt köszönhetik számos barátaiknak és
tisztelőiknek, akik a cserkészek ezen puritán hitvallását nem
ismerik. A clevelandi magyar társadalom elmúlt pár
évtizedének életében egy ilyen ünneplés, a köztiszteletnek
és megbecsülésnek ilyen mértékű megnyilvánulása ritkán
fordult elő, és őszintén mondhatjuk, hogy a Friedrich
házaspár ily kitüntetése joggal tartozik ezek közé.
Szappanos István cscst.

In Memoriam
The Cleveland Hungarian Heritage Society deeply
mourns the passing of its beloved president,
Maria Friedrich, who gave so much of her energy
and considerable talents to advance the goals of
this organization as well as those of the Hungarian American community of Cleveland. Truly we
are diminished by this great loss and yet we are
forever enriched by her contributions and continually inspired by her noble example.

Maria Strada Friedrich was born in Budapest and lived in
Hungary until the end of World War II, when the family fled to
Germany, ahead of the advancing Russian troops. She attended
schools in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, until the family
succeeded in emigrating to the United States in 1951. They settled in Cleveland, where Maria continued her education, graduating from John Adams High School, then obtaining a Bachelor’s
Degree in Chemistry from Case Western Reserve University, and
an MBA from John Carroll University.
Maria spent her professional career as a research chemist
with British Petroleum (formerly Sohio). She worked in their
catalysis department, mainly preparing and characterizing heterogeneous ammoxidation catalysts. She has 29 patents in this field,
and is a member of the company’s Inventor’s Hall of Fame. Her
group received several Innovation Awards, and she was one of
the YWCA’s Career Women of the Year in 1981. Maria was a
member of the American Chemical Society and the PittsburghCleveland Catalysis Society.
Maria joined the Hungarian scout movement shortly after
arriving in Cleveland. With a few dedicated scouts, she later became a founding member and later troop leader of Hungarian
Girl Scout Troop # 33 for a total of eleven years. She was also
president of the American Hungarian Friends of Scouting organization for six years. Maria contributed to the success of many
North American Hungarian Scout jubilee camps and played a
significant role in writing and editing a Hungarian Girl Scout
handbook. Maria also served on the Executive Board of the Hungarian Scout Association in Exteris, and as Honorary President.
In recognition of her valuable service she received several medals
and awards, among them the Count Teleki Award.
Maria joined the Cleveland Hungarian Heritage Society a
few years after its inception and was a major factor in the growth
and advancement of the Heritage Society. She held various offices, including the presidency. Throughout her years of devoted
service, she helped organize a variety of exhibitions, guided the
growth of the Heritage Museum, established a lecture series for
the Hungarian community in Cleveland, and saw the Museum
become a center for various Hungarian cultural and diplomatic
activities. Maria visited several cities in Hungary on behalf of the
Hungarian Heritage Society. Always the gracious lady, she
helped organize and hosted many fundraising activities benefiting the Museum.
Maria was a member of several other Hungarian organizations and served on many projects that have benefited the community such as the International Children’s Games. She received
numerous awards from many organizations such as the Magyar
Club, the Order of St. Laszlo, the Hungarian Association and the
Rakoczy Foundation of Toronto.
Maria is survived by her husband Otto Friedrich and two
daughters, Anne and Kate, and two grandsons, Gregory and Mat-

Domján
1907– 1992

Master of the Color Woodcut
Centennial Exhibition
April 14 – July 28, 2007
The works of Hungarian artist Joseph Domján are incredibly imaginative, highly decorative, richly textured
and brilliantly colored and are in the collections of major
museums and private collectors around the world. One
of the most important color woodcut artists in the Twentieth Century, he received the title “Master of the Color
Woodcut”, an honor given in China only once in a century.
The Cleveland Hungarian Heritage Museum’s Centennial Exhibition of the Works of Domján includes abusson tapestries, color and black and white woodcut prints,
woodblocks, oil paintings, and publications from the
collections of the Domján Studios in Tuxedo Park, New
York, the Dennos Museum Center in Traverse City,
Michigan, as well as private collectors. Many original
works will be offered for sale.
The Opening Reception was held Saturday, April 14,
2007 from 3-5 p.m. The public was invited to join our
community in celebrating the life and art of this true
master.
Born in Budapest in 1907, Jozsef Domján spent his early
years as an engine fitter and foundry worker. During the
Depression he toured several European countries on
foot, covering 10,000 miles and earning his way by selling paintings and sketches. Upon his return to Hungary,
he studied seven years at the Budapest Academy of Arts.
In 1956 he moved to Switzerland, to the United States in
1957 and has since become an American citizen.
Domján's inspiration for his woodcuts comes from the
folklore of his native Hungary and his love of nature.
His woodcuts are most noted for their intricate design,
subtle coloring and deep rich texture. His distinctly abstract images evolve through the use of a live model,
coupled with his knowledge of anatomy and ideas from
his own imagination.
Many of Domján's woodcuts in the Dennos collection
reflect his love of nature, however “his figures are citizens of the land of dreams” (M. Rajnai, Portraits of the
Taurus Artists). One such figure is portrayed in ‘The
Spinner’. The original woodcut is included in the Domjan Centennial Exhibition at the Hungarian Heritage
Museum.

Domján József festő
és fametsző művész
születésének századik
évfordulója alkalmával
a Clevelandi Magyar
Történelmi Társulat
jubileumi kiállítást
rendez Muzeumában
április 14.-től – július
28.-ig. Domján
Józsefet a 20. század
egyik legnagyobb
színes fametszet
mesterének tartják
világszerte és művei a
világ számos nagy múzeumának gyűjteményeiben
megtalálhatók. Domján különleges képei egyéniek de
ugyanakkor magyar gyökerei láthatók a
motívumokban. Élete folyamán, több mint 500
kiállítást rendezett négy kontinensen. Világszerte sok
kitüntetést kapott, köztük Kínában elnyerte a száz
évente egyszer adományozott címet, „A Színes
Fametszet Mestere.”
A centenáriumi kiállításon láthatók lesznek a
mester briliáns színes és fekete-fehér festett
fametszetei, aubusson szőnyegei, olajfestményei,
melyek a Tuxedo Park múzeum (New York), a
Dennos Museum Center (Traverse City, MI) és privát
gyűjtemények kölcsönkapott anyagából kerülnek
látogatóink szeme elé.
Reméljük, hogy minél több olvasónknak lesz
alkalma a Cleveland belvárosában lévő múzeumunkba
ellátogatni, és gyönyörködni Domján József kimagasló
műveiben.

Cserkész Látogatás

Children’s Program

A Clevelandi magyar cserkészlányok januárban eljöttek
a magyar múzeumba az 56-os kiállítást megnézni. A
sok kép megelevenítette azokat a történelmi adatokat
amikről a lányok már többször hallottak az év
folyamán. A 34-es csapat nagycserkészei a rendes
péntek esti összejövetel helyett, a múzeumban töltöttek
két órát, ahol Kim játék és sok más érdekes foglalkozás
keretében tanultak az 56-os eseményekről. Alkalmuk
volt végig nézni az akkori történések képeit egy kiváló
fényképész lencséjén keresztül, aminek segítségével
valódivá vált előttük a Szabadságharc igazi képe és
szereplőinek hősies élete. Máskor is szeretettel várjuk a
cserkész látogatókat

Ever wonder how
the Hungarian
Heritage Museum
would look and
sound if only little
people visited? We
certainly got a
taste of how active, curious and
lively children can
be for two hours!
On Saturday,
March 24th, over

30 children took part in our
English language children’s
program. Nestled in between
the black and white photographs of the Hungarian
Revolution were tables full
of educational and fun activities. Little hands were busy

matching Hungarian
words to pictures, making maps, having their
cheeks painted with
Hungarian folk designs,
decorating “mézes
kalács” cookies and
making tiny Hungarian
flags. Thirty pairs of
eyes were glued to the
storyteller, and little
minds imagined the
comic scene in Buda
years ago when King
Mátyás so wisely ruled his people. We tried to open up
the rich world of Hungarian culture to these children,
and judging by the smiles and busy bodies, we succeeded.
As a heritage society, we look forward to sponsoring
more programs for young people, thereby living our
mission to foster Hungarian culture in Northeast Ohio.

Hosting Events at the Museum
The New Year started out with a flurry of activities. In
February we were asked by the Cleveland office of Senator George Voinovich to host a roundtable discussion
led by the Senator on legislation he introduced in the U.S.
Senate. This legislation speaks to the issue of visa waivers, and is called The Secure Travel and Counterterrorism
Partnership Act of 2006. We welcomed 17 representatives of various ethnic groups here in Cleveland and from
other cities in the Midwest. The 1956 commemorative
exhibit was an excellent backdrop to this meeting, because so many of our guests were part of the “Captive
Nations” group that struggled here in Cleveland to educate people about communist tyranny. Now we were
meeting to hear what role we, as members of ethnic communities, could play in supporting this legislation. The
visa requirement impacts many of our friends and relatives who wish to travel to the United States.

Soon after the roundtable, we were asked to welcome
a group of foreign officials visiting Cleveland and the
United States. These visitors from Spain, Italy, Latvia, Norway and the Netherlands were researching
how various ethnic communities in a multi-cultural
society, such as the United States, work to maintain
their cultural identity. The Cleveland Council of
World Affairs was their host organization here in
Cleveland. Our own Cleveland Hungarian Heritage
Society formed a panel, led by Edith Lauer; they
shared with our visitors their own generational experiences of living the Hungarian ethnic life here in
Northeast Ohio. Through slide presentations and oral
reflections and testimonials, we were able to tell the
story of how each wave of immigrants struggled and
still struggle to maintain their cultural identity. Once
again, the Museum was a beautiful reflection of how
members of the Hungarian community in Cleveland
work to preserve their heritage.

Senator Voinovich and Ethnic Leaders at Roundtable in February 2007 at the Hungarian Heritage Museum.

